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Seventh Lecture.
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J have at at ed in the peevious Lecture that I propose
to abandon the ideal of strict objectivism and have declared
that what I shall tell you here will he nothing more than a
reasoned declaration of my own beliefs. I have given it as my--conviction, which I have tried to substantiate in the previous

t
\
)

Lecture, that this is the utmost that a writer of philosophy
can strive for. Unfortunately, when I had said this it trans-
pired that this admission threatens to destroy any grounds
f~ claiming ObjeC~i~e validitY/for what I am saying.

I shall try to oc± resolve this dilemma when I come-to speak of commitment. But before that I have yet to meet
ams-Lan important criticism which is bound to 'ell ade against my

programme of openly declared beliefs. It has been taken for
granted thrOUghou~t~e critical period/from Descartes to
Bertrand Russell that the acceptance of u~oven beliefs was\

J

..
the broad road to darkness/while truth was approached by the_ ..._- ~
straight and nar;;;-p;th of doubt. . .

fit. wt:r'L w~...;~ ~(driproven bel1e~were lnstl led in us from earliest
childhood. Religious dogma, the authority of the ancients,- -.-..the teaching of the schools, the maxims of the nursery, fi5M~~

~ a body of t r-adIt Lon which we tended to accept, merely because..-
these beliefs had been previously held by othersl who wanted

-~ • A._- /lIL ~ 6fT tr~4f. .,~us to embrace them in our tarn. T6R 6etr"of?i.BJ e .por obJectiyilim
,(.; ~4M.~o~el'leFlwHh ~[ ~ traditional Belief.8/b;";";Y"--1]:"7ltitpinng.,

J. """';a"jP""c. rl..~~ ~~r;: 'tIP<~~~.(~r~bt~ _!Descartes dCeiJ9ed
1t,wee t~@~ig~t1g~ Qf ~@l~f. Its plgspsue B~~lieeti9R,

JW,purge ~ mind. of all opinions held merely on....-e-J.,,--t
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$ have stated in the previous Lecture that I propose

to abandon the ideal of strict objectivism and have declared

that what I shall tell you here will be nothing more than a

reasoned declaration of my own beliefs. I have given it as my

conviction, which I have tried to substantiate in the previous

Lecture, that this is the utmost that a writer of philosophy

can strive for. Unfortunately, when I had said this it trans¬

pired that this admission threatens to destroy any grounds

for claiming objective validity for what I am saying.

I shall try to dt± resolve this dilemma when I come

to speak of commitment. But before that I have yet to meet
curi’s-e.

an important criticism which is bound to be— marie against my

programme of openly declared beliefs. It has been taken for

granted throughout the critical period from Descartes to

Bertrand Russell that the acceptance of urÿoven beliefs was

the broad road to darkness/ while truth was approached by the

straight and narrow path of doubt.
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/ttaproven beliers were instilled in us from earliest

childhood. Religious dogma, the authority of the ancients,

the teaching of the schools, the maxims of the nursery, fawand

a body of tradition which we tended to accept, merely because

these beliefs had been previously held by others who wanted..MjA/t, USUL/LJL tous to embrace them in our turn. The f or ..ob jectiviam
~~z*=**- fiAfst-y-uAjL. aiZ

o-g>e-ne4 with mi ottoek en traditional bed-iefe/hy pittingÿ
<J*+**LMagainst th«m the principle of /''doubt. ■©'Descartes ds£i&edfit! ,-tt- c
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purge mind# of all opinions held merely on
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nI. authority e£ n' 33~.~.:S~.~~~;,~;~~~~-, .;. ~ 4-"<:/Mgrounded in reason. he principle' of doubt forbids us
indulge in ~ desrire to believe and demands that we should1,-1-than allow any irrefutable beliefsI.

When Kant says that in mathematics

ideas firmly
~

keep our minds empty rather
I

to take possession of them.
there is no room for mere opinion but only for real knowledge,
he adds that short of possessing knowledge we must refrain
from all judgement. Personal belief is upheld - says Pascal
in his Esprit Geometrique - with the assistance of the
believer's will and lacks therefore complete objectivity.
The method of doubt consists in ferreting out and counter-
acting these voluntary components of belief/in the expectation

willthat this~ eave.behind unassailed a resid~e Of10bjective(J...A .. /1!-4-&.,,?- .,.,,, ..&«,,, ~_.4. Jt:.. Ut;u...cc •knowledge,~Critical thought placed supreme con idence in
this method as a means of avoiding erfror and discovering
the truth.

2. I do not say that during the period of critical
thought this method has been always or indeed ever rigorously
practised _ which I believe to be impossible - but merely
that its practice has been avowed and emphatic, while its.I-U- (;relaxation has been largely unconscious and unacknowledged.~
Admittedly, Hume was ~ frank in thia respedc; he openly
chose to brush aside the conclusions of his 0wn scepticism
st such points where he did not think he could honestly follow
them. But even so he failed to acknowledge bhat by so doing..,...u(.4_he was expressing his own personal beliefs, which meant that"he was claiming his rtght and accepting his duty to declare
such beliefs, even when this involved the silencing of doubt. \..and the"abandonment of strict objec~ivity. The efforts of

J(w.v£. ...... .l( ...... ~~~ ~ 1.; P1b4- .At. 41-z....~
eJI.~ 7 ~ oS o..."tc:t::e. Wl·~ o..~f.-.t1. ~ .,~J..W1-- ~. W /tv.,..,a-rl 1. o;ti:~ C-f;> Of ~ ~ ~~ te ~ rV.f-~ "...,..L.:cA.. ~ ~ ..... k ~
,.-f.... ~.--,:: .... 'reo::::: ~ -k -y~v-e.<.;»_en p~&~ ~ 1R\f3:; p'se,,{' But how can we do so; unless we give it
freedom, nay, nourishment, to send out shoots so that it may discover
itself to our eyes, and that it may then be entirely destroyed? We mu~t,
therefore, bethink ourselves of objections which have never yet occurred

S and grant h;m theto any opponent, and indeed lend him our weapon, •most favourable position which he could possibly desire. We have nothing
1 t' t we may gain for ourselves ato fear, but much to hope for; name y, na .II~ossession which can never again be contested.
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indulge in Mfc des/ire to believe and demands that we should

keep our minds empty( rather than allow anyÿ irrefutable beliefs

to take possession of them. When Kant says that in mathematics

there is no room for mere opinion but only for real knowledge,

he adds that short of possessing knowledge we must refrain

from all judgement. Personal belief is upheld - says Pascal

in his Esprit Geometrique - with the assistance of the
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freedom, nay, nourishment, to send out shoots so that it may discover

itself to our eyes, and that it may then be entirely destroyed? We mustill

therefore, bethink ourselves of objections which have never yet occurred
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QQIitIiI5==-the setting up t regulative principles' and the process
of axiomatisation covered up the weaknesses of the objectivist}'!
position by a system of ambiguous statements. ~)Pess. '. C;;.~ ..~~'subtly ettaod:l'ItS:88~ P81ihc.r 'Illstl/JOtl-:Ywas this weakness conc~<!t),e~by another line of ~riter~. rising to influencelln the 19th

l "'1"'1 'W'e ~ ~ AaJ-td .1'«''''''':'' "'-':; :'" declared'C ntury, whO)!!f'u'l; ;leg'? viri!>'f ~ itif(oIi 1lllllllll1llXUS with complete
assurance en4 r J! lr £ elf 1161:1.. j>v that they accepted
~ belief whatever that had not passed the test of unrestricted
doubt. As 8 distinguished example for
take this eloquent declaration of the

a thousand lesser ones,
IMill:principle of doubt by J. S.~

"The beliefs which we have most warrant for have nosafeguard to rest on, but a standing invitation to the wholeworld to prove them unfounded. If the challenge is not accepted,or is accepted and the attempt fails, we are far enough fromcertainty still; but we hav~done the vest that the existingstate of human reson admits of; we have neglected nothingthat could gi~e the truth a chance of reaching us; if thelists are open, we may hope that if there be a better truth,it will be found when the human mind is capable of receivingit; and in the mean~ime we may rely on having attained suchapproach to truth as is possible in our own day. This isthe amount of certtsinty attainsble by a fallible being,and this the sole way of sttaining it".

No proclamation of intellectual integrity cmuld be
Imore sincere and yet its words 1IIl~ are devoid of any definite

meaning and their ambigUity conceals precisely the kind of
personal convictions which they so loudly repUdiate. For we
know that J.B.Mill and other writers standing in the Liberal
tradition of philosophic doubt held - or hold today - a wide

•range of beliefs in science. ethics, politics, etc., which are
by no me~ns unquestioned. If they .regard these as nOD having
been 'proved unfounded', this merely reflects their decision

o
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doubt. As a distinguished example for a thousand lesser ones,
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take this eloquent declaration of the principle of doubt by~trrST)|

"The beliefs which we have most warrant for have no
safeguard to rest on, but a standing invitation to the whole
world to prove them unfounded. If the challenge is not accepted,
or is accepted and the attempt fails, we are far enough from
certainty still; but we havejdone the best that the existing
state of human reson admits of; we have neglected nothing
that could gitoe the truth a chance of reaching us; if the
lists are open, we may hope that if there be a better truth,
it will be found when the human mind is capable of receiving
it; and in the meantime we may rely on having attained such
approach to truth as is possible in our own day. This is
the amount of certainty attainable by 8 fallible being,
and this the sole way of attaining it".

No proclamation of intellectual integrity ctbuld be

more sincere and yet its words are devoid of any definite

meaning and their ambiguity conceals precisely the kind of

personal convictions which they so loudly repudiate. For we

know that J.S.Mill and other writers standing in the Liberal

tradition of philosophic doubt held - or hold today - a wide

range of beliefs in science, ethics, politics, etc., which are

by no means unquestioned. If they regard these as not having

been 'proved unfounded', this merely reflects their decision
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to reject the arguments which are or were advanced against;i~em.
At no time could the belief of Liberalism be regarded as;.'rrefu-
table\in any other sense. But in this sense all fundam~tal
belief~ are irrefutable as well as unprovable. The t~,t of
roof 0;\ isproof is in fact irrelevant for the acceptance or

p !
rejection of fundamental beliefs and to claim th?t you strictly

refrain from elieving anything that could be disproved is
merely to cl08 your own will to believe your own beliefs behind
a false pretence of self-critical severity. This picture is
not reduced, bu~ el~borated even further by humbly acknowledging

Ii the uncertainty 0 our own conclusions. .\Vhen admitting that
the proofs on Which our beliefs are supposed to be founded may

"-
conceivably be incomplet~ we effectively conceal the brute fact
that we can have no proof ~atever to warrant them. Indeed the
frank admission of our falli~\l.ity only serves to reaffirm our
claim to a fictitious standard
it brings out fully the shining

intellectual integrity, while
ities of our open mind in

contrast to the hidebound attitude 0 those who openly profess
their beliefs as their final personal ommitment.

IHowever, at th%ment our main co cern with the writings
of this school is their affirmation of the rinciple of doubt

/as a beneficient a/ency, which dissolves our error and leaves
truth purifi~ b¢hind for us. Its picture of he human mind
as perennially;(empted to embrace beliefs withou sufficient
proof and rei~ained only by the opposing principl of philosophic
doubt has been deeply imprinted on modern thought an will have

I
to be dealt with in detail.

3. Mill had inherited from Locke the belief that
philosophic doubt would ~reli~ious fanaticism and estab ish
~versal tolerance, and this belief is still vigorously alive
in our own day. Its most influential representative Earl
Russell expressed it eloquently many times, as for example in
this passage:
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that we can have no proof whatever to warrant them. Indeed the
frank admission of our fallibility only serves to reaffirm our
claim to a fictitious standard 6f intellectual integrity, while
it brings out fully the shining qualities of our open mind in
contrast to the hidebound attitude of those who openly profess

their beliefs as their final personal Commitment.
However, at the foment our main cohoem with the writings

of this school is their affirmation of the\principle of doubt
as a beneficient agency, which dissolves our\error and leaves
truth purified behind for us. Its picture ofÿthe human mind
as perennially/demoted to embrace beliefs without sufficient
proof and restrained only by the opposing principle of philosophic

doubt has been deeply imprinted on modern thought ancK will have
to be dealt with in detail. \
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universal tolerance, and this belief is still vigorously alive
in our own day. Its most influential representative Earl
Russell expressed it eloquently many times, as for example in
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to reject the argQments which are or were advanced against them.
At no time could the beliefs of Liberalism be regarded as irrefQ---
table in any other sense. I But in this senseIall fQndamental--=-

)

beliefs are irrefutable as well as Qnprovable.1 The test of uroof.--- --or disproof is in fact irrelevant for the acceptance or rejection
of fQUdamental beliefs and to claim that YOQ strictly refrain
from believing anything that COQld be disproved is merely to cloak
YOQr ovm will to believe YOQr ~wn beliefs behind a'false pretence
of self-critical severity. This complacency ,is not lessened/bQt
only fQrther concealed by humbly acknowledging the uncertainty

of OQr own conclQsions. For waen we admit that the proofs on which
OQr beliefs are sQpposed to be fOQUded may conceivably be incom-

~:..~plete, we effectively cover up the brQte fsct that we can have no
proof whatever to ..ar.::an~them. Indeed the emphatic admission
of OQr fallibility only serves to reaffirm our claim to a fictitioQS
standard of intellectQal integrity~and brings OQt fQlly the-shining qualities of OQr open mind in contrast to the hideboQnd
attitude of those who openly profess their beliefs as their final
personal commitment.~ fQrtherBut I must not"anticipate my critique of this school of
thoQght; it is enoQgh·to recall here that it has powerfUlly
extolled the merits of doubt as a beneficient agency, which fi&ssolves
error and leaves truth purifie~ It has drawn a pictQre
of the hQman mind as perennially tempted to embrace beliefs
withoQt sufficient proof, restrained only by the opposing principle
of philosophic doubt, which has become deeply imprinted on modern

...

thoQght.
3. Moreover, doubt has been acclaimed not only as the

tOQchstone of truth, but also as the sat'eguard of tolerance. The
belief that philosophic doubt WOQld appease relilious fanaticism
and bring about universal to~erance goes back to Locke and this
belief is still vigorously slive in our own day. Its most
influential representative Earl RQssell expressed it eloqQently
many times, as for example in this passage:

I
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to reject the arguments which are or were advanced against them.
At no time could the beliefs of Liberalism be regarded as irrefu¬

table in any other sense. But in this sense all fundamental
beliefs are irrefutable as well as unprovable. The test of proof

or disproof is in fact irrelevant for the acceptance or rejection

of fundamental beliefs and to claim that you strictly refrain

from believing anything that could be disproved is merely to cloak

your own will to believe your own beliefs behind a false pretence

of self-critical severity. This complacency is not lessened but

only further concealed by humbly acknowledging the uncertainty

of our own conclusions. For when we admit that the proofs on which

our beliefs are supposed to be founded may conceivably be incom-

plete, we effectively cover up the brute fact that we can have no

proof whatever to warrant them. Indeed the emphatic admission

of our fallibility only serves to reaffirm our claim to a fictitious

standard of intellectual integrity* and brings out fully the

shining qualities of our open mind in contrast to the hidebound

attitude of those who openly profess their beliefs as their final

personal commitment.

But I must notÿanticipate my critique of this school of

thought; it is enoughÿto recall here that it has powerfully

extolled the merits of doubt as a benefic/ent agency, which dissolves'

error and leaves truth purified It has drawn a picture

.

of the human mind as perennially tempted to embrace beliefs

without sufficient proof, restrained only by the opposing principle

of philosophic doubt, which has become deeply imprinted on modern

thought.

3. Moreover, doubt has been acclaimed not only es the

touchstone of truth, but also as the safeguard of tolerance. The

belief that philosophic doubt would appease religious fanaticism

and bring about universal tolerance goes back to Locke and this

belief is still vigorously alive in our own day. Its most

influential representative Earl Russell expressed it eloquently

many times, as for example in this passage:
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"Arians and Catholic s, Crusader s and Muslims,f __~estants and adherents of the Pope, Communists andFascists, have filled large parts of the last 1600 yearswith futile strife, when a little philosophy would havesho~~ both sides in all these disputes that neither had anygood reason to believe itself in the right. Dogmatism •••in the present age as in former times, is the greatest ofthe mental obstacles to human happiness".(Universitv Quarterly, 1, (1946), p.38).

The logical weakness of such statements may seem transparent,
but that does not dispose of them. For it remains deeply ingrained
in the modern mind - as for example in my own mind - that though
doubt may be sometimes destructive or even nihilistic, to refrain
from belief is always an act of intellectual probity as compared
with the resolve ~o hold a belief which we could abandon if we
decided to do so. fo accept a belief by yielding to a voluntary

• impulse, be it my O\'ll or that of others placed in a position of
authority, is felt to be a surrender ~reason. You carn10t teach
the necessity for doing this without incurring - even in your O\'ll

1lO"'-' ~ M- ~ ~,;:~, heart - the of obscura.l1tism.~ PMeaJ: ~ "oW .J..-. '1:~::~.-(.......j,<Ht - <J&,/j''''o;.-..I.. "t...:JDSO"~ flu. -~I TpB: I ~8i;odtggfQrQ) 88:d:le6: :ik 15a08 1104fcc613'6 aAy "bgl:dQf 611 Lli~II.L Wt.:c.a.L ~l ....., ;~." ....... t ...G4t 6-or. I<o~~ ........u 4.~ ~
... (/I4IL ~:'Reason must in all its u.ndertakings subject itself t.o critiCism;

should it limit freedom of criticism by any prohibitions; it must harm
itself, drawing upon itself a damaaging suspicion. Nothing is so im-

~ portant through its usefulness, nothing so sacred, that it may be exemp-
ted from this searching examination, which knows no respect for persons.'I ~Reason depends on this freedom for its very eXistence.)FOl £ 2i 1 )

Pa:3caJ:-&.eeJEeept~ (r shall not f 1 " .~, ee reassureu In advocating. .
~ an attit~de of uncritical belief unless r have first fully ac~~1~ $Co .r .s.J..,a Ii.. ~ e~~~ ~ "'-0 -..(.1'1 _ .~ GQ" 'Ill !!!1Zelt'!ll~ &f ~ .ffli{Y ~ ~nga. a !oIlIU,9;j,QU i.11_ ik-f'7.£ <~ k aa.- """'-.l.c.. A __-" •• -I' • JIl,l; L .ad zj,. ' 0 • ' ~~·h.~.. 'l",-r--•.-.. 4~ 1-0

-....
- t:AW("~ .4.t- ~.. ~, .....l:U.e-. ..;;-

.Iy. ~ ~ ;...c.U ~ ..e....... _"'M'will, with the exception o~".!n truth. We
still feel this repu1:"S:l:en~todayan9-..-i~de in this nov even~ ~. h
Pascal's exception. I Jlhall'no e1 reassured in advocating.~.
an attitude of ;uncritical belief unless I first fully faced~....-the cl¢. s of the pl'inciple of doubt which have such..-

~ on our minds.

l~ant. "K~~iik--de~Reinen Vernunft". Cl}.~p.t.eL!~rebre Vernunft iu""o1:'em-1.ac.h.emG W"l1~1J.."Die Ver ft P n erin allen nehm~:errn _ ..~ nun muss etchFreiheit derselben d~·· ene~e~~~terwerfen und kann derzu schaden und-ernen iilrnachte 1gen Verda~~~ tun ohne sich aelbatAuf di~Be F eiheit beruht sogar die Existenz d~fV6JlCh ziehn•••~~-ft---aikttorisches Anaehen het.·' (see Extracta 194~~~:f;:9~~;.)
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"Arians and Catholics, Crusaders and Muslims,
i._ testants and adherents of the Pope, Communists and
Fascists, have filled large parts of the last 1600 years
with futile strife, when a little philosophy would have
shown both sides in all these disputes that neither had any
good reason to believe itself in the right. Dogmatism • • •
in the present age as in former times, is the greatest of
the mental obstacles to human happiness".
(University Quarterly, 1, (1946), p.38).

The logical weakness of such statements may seem transparent,

but that does not dispose of them. For it remains deeply ingrained

in the modern mind - as for example in my own mind - that though

doubt may be sometimes destructive or even nihilistic, to refrain

from belief is always an act of intellectual probity as compared

with the resolve 4to hold a belief which we could abandon if we

decided to do so. x‘o accept a belief by yielding to a voluntary
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IIArians and Catholic s, Crusader s and Muslims,Pr. stants and adherents of the Pope, Communists andFascists, have filled large parts of the last 1600 yearswith futile strife, when a little philosOphy Hould havesho~m both sides in all these disputes that neither had anygood reason to believe itself in the right. Dogmatism ••in the present age as in former times, is the greatest ofthe mental obstacles to human happinessll•(University Quarterly, 1, (1946), p.38).
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but that does not dispose of them. For it remains deeply ingrained
in the modern mind - as for example in my ovm mind - that though
doubt may be sometimes destructive or even nihilistic, to refrain
from belief is always an act of intellectual probity as compared
with the resolve ~o hold a belief which we could abandon if we
decided to do so. fo accept a belief by yielding to a voluntary

• impulse, be it my own or that of others placed in a position of
authority, is felt to be a surrender ~reason. You cannot teach
the necessity for doing this without incurring - even in your O\{Il

Il>,"" ~
, .4C- ~ ':t-• heart _ the ~' . of obscurantism. Pa3e ~R -/

II;M.. '" 'I' ~:......J.O"t1- - t:,h<./t'c.--L jI/.,;.JDSO,.Jw, /J.... ------/ rr:p!i88ag;e I !fL1: tell '19(;1£>;<1'(;1) 8a~leB: j,li;. ba~e lfu4kcel't .....,' -go),,] of an Lli~1M. CI'r-i';:·Coa.L ~ I t;lIL.4 fO ...- .... .t.l.A«. ~ I<O·~I .-u. 4.~ .,.:.....~ QWl. ,...:;...ts:'Reasonmust in all its undertakings subject itself to cM ticism;
should it limit freedom of criticism by any prohibitions; it must harm
itself, drawing upon itself a dama_ging suspicion. Nothing is so im-
portant through its usefulness, nothing so sacred, that it may be exemp-•ted from this searching examination, which knows no respect for persons.II _Reason depends on this freedom for its very eXistence.)I'3i £ £ I )

Pa13cal-Le 8jfect:Jt1=iiB (I shall not fe 1 d .~. e reassure ln advocating
a;nattit~de of uncritical belief .unless I ha-:-efi!st full~ f~c~cr)";"1~ c:: .f~ ~ r sLa.-'L ~ e~~ - 4.;, -.J..n_\lJvmslgf\~.!i:l'!Zcil'18 8f~offiieR ;; SHgl:;, 61tOJ:<,!gj,ms,.,"""~:~.£~ k a~ ""'--te.. -. It"'i.. IJ.c:....., L£ .h£j!};' df. tJ4,~ s: ;;; ~ n:Ret 1~/1- rr: 'r: '~1 '7::t'1~. The flrst point in my critique of doubt \ill be to show
that the doubting Qf any particular belief merely implies an
attempt to replace the belief in question by other beliefs which
are not doubted for the time being. Most of this Lecture will
be given to the demonstration of this thesis.

,~ .-----1-,,;ant, "Krit:i.k-de~einen Vernuntt". C~p:t;.e~~s i Ii dr~ Vernuntt i 0 em Ge"np ·11 II' c p n erin aLLen hm""""'· u~. Die Vernunft muss sichFreiheit derse1ben ~.~en ·e~~tik unterwerfen uno. kann derzu schadan und~nen i~r n8ch~~ ~O~Ch tun ohne s1ch se1bstuf d1~s~ Freiheit beruht 80 .rgen erdacht auf-..f!~h ziehn. ••k cn-aikt torisches Ansehen h~{ "d7e 'EXiEstenzder Verno.nft.,. die.. • vaee xtr cts 1945-47; ~,9,4'7-.)
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"Arians and Catholics, Crusaders and Muslims,

Pr istants and adherents of the Pope, Communists and
Fascists, have filled large parts of the last 1600 years
with futile strife, when a little philosophy would have
shown both sides in all these disputes that neither had any
good reason to believe itself in the right. Dogmatism . • •
in the present age as in former times, is the greatest of
the mental obstacles to human happiness".
(University Quarterly. 1, (1946), p.38).

The logical weakness of such statements may seem transparent,

but that does not dispose of them. For it remains deeply ingrained

in the modern mind - as for example in my own mind - that though

doubt may be sometimes destructive or even nihilistic, to refrain

from belief is always an act of intellectual probity as compared

with the resolve Jto hold a belief which we could abandon if we

decided to do so. accept a belief by yielding to a voluntary

impulse, be it my own or that of others placed in a position of

authority, is felt to be a surrender t/L reason. You cannot teach

the necessity for'doing this without incurring - even in your own

heart - tke nia of obscurantism.** Pag tSt
ooago I quotod Mijefore) palled i*b w •acetpt any belief on L11H

jkt, * Q-CA* C*
ntÿUiVReBBon must in all its undertakings subject itself to criticism;

should it limit freedom of criticism by any prohibitions,’ it must harm

itself, drawing upon itself a dama»ging suspicion. Nothing is so im¬

portant through its usefulness, nothing so sacred, that it may be exemp¬

ted from this searching examination, which knows no respect for persons.
n

Reason depends on this freedom for its very existence. lujuuim

l I shall not feel reassured in advocating
-Mcoe

M

. an attitude of uncritical belief unless I have first fullyTacedT<f
sin, JU* r. r iLÿ

elaans«of u'Mt -f>f (>mht v HT- : .r- mis
/flu* cLa x. /C

The flrst Point in my critique of doubt '.ill be to show

that.the doubting of an: particular belief merely implies an
attempt to replace the belief in question by other beliefs which

are not doubted for the time being. Most of this Lecture will

be given to the demonstration of this thesis.

'

__
■—-—Kant, "Kritik-dej* Reinen Vernunft". ChgpÿrTDieÿLisciplln der

■WKS«asraw2si»ÿS5v3s
Veimuxt.torlschea Ansetan tat." (Be. Sjrtract* 1948ÿÿ?ÿ
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6. 124
~ We could speak of doubt in a vnry wide sense. A moment

of hesitancy as may be observed in the behaviour of any a~imal
possessing a glimmer of intelligence, could be described as
doubt. A marksman taking aim may be said to be in doubt Q~til
he pulls the trigger. A musical composer engaged in writing
a score expresses a doubt when he crosses out a few bars that he
has just put down. In his first notes for Endymion, Keats had
written: IIA thing of beauty is eternal joyll; but he seemed
to have felt doubtful about this line for after a ",hile he vas
inspired to revise it into "A thing of beauty is a joy for ever'!.
All these forms
difficul ty, ~but

of doubt could be comprised here \dthout great
it will be more expeditious and involve no-essential loss of generality if I limit myself, at least to start

with, to the examination of explicit forms of doubt; that is the
questioning of explici~tatement slei ther asserted by other s or
prevfoual.y asserted bJ ourselves. Some widening of this initial
scope wi~ppear desirable as we proceed,l~order to include
the questioning of implicit affirmationsJas~volved in the process
of percePtionlo~ in the use of a vocabulary expressing a particular= -set of concepts.

5'. Suppose somebody says 'I believe p' where p stands for
'planets move along elliptic orbits' or 'the angles
add up to two right angles', or else for 'God exists'

of a triangle
~ .or...'all

men are mortal' And I reply 'I doubt p'. This may be taken
to mean that I contradict p which could be expressed by 'I believe
not -p ' • Alternatively, I may be merely objecting to the
assertion of p as true, by denying that there are sufficient
grounds to choose between believing p or not-po This may be
expressed by saying 'I believe p is not proven/or 'I believe p"--

cannot be,.-
dictory'

proven' • We may call the first type of doubt 'contra-
and the second 'agnostic'.

It is immediately apparent that an expression of contradictory
doubt 'I believe not-pI is of the same character as the affirmation
'I believe p' which it calls in ~lestion.
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doubt. A marksman taking aim may be said to be in doubt until

he pulls the trigger. A musical composer engaged in writing

a score expresses a doubt when he crosses out a few bars that he

has just put down. In his first notes for Ehdymion, Keats had

written: "A thing of beauty is eternal joy"; but he seemed

to have felt doubtful about this line for after a while he was

inspired to revise it into "A thing of beauty is a joy for ever".

All these forms of doubt could be comprised here without great

difficulty, /but it will be more expeditious and involve no

essential loss of generality if I limit myself, at least to start
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with, to the examination of explicit forms of doubt; ghat is the

questioning of explicit statements asserted by others or

previously asserted by ourselves. Some widening of this initial

scope will appear desirable as we proceed,/ in order to include

the questioning of implicit affirmations /asÿinvolved in the process

of perception1or in the use of a vocabulary expressing a particular

set of concepts.

\ 5* Suppose somebody says 'I believe p' where p stands for

'planets move along elliptic orbits' or 'the angles of a triangle

add up to two right angles', or else for 'God exists' or4'all
men are mortal' And I reply 'I doubt p'. This may be taken

to mean that I contradict p which could be expressed by 'I believe

not-p'. Alternatively, I may be merely objecting to the

assertion of p as true, by denying that there are sufficient

grounds to choose between believing p or not-p. This may be

expressed by saying 'I believe p is not proven1 or 'I believe p

cannot be proven'. We may call the first type of doubt 'contra¬

dictory* and the second 'agnostic'.

It is immediately apparent that an expression of contradictory

doubt 'I believe not-p' is of the same character as the affirmation

'I believe p' which it calls in question.
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between p and not-p there is no other difference than Lhat they
refer to different matters of fact. 'I believe not-pI could
stand for th allegatioD that planets move along orbits which
are not elliptical or that some ~en are immortal etc. If these
allegations be false or, if true, oe difficult to prove, they
would still be allegations of the same type as that ....!hich they
contradict. Doubt, in this form, rrer eLy replaces one belief by
another belief. There is no difference between sentences of the
form p and not-p "llhichcoul.d not be eliminated by a simple
re-vlording and hence the expression of contradictory doubt is not
distinguishable fro"1 any other allegation of fact. !Juch an
affirmation nay express an u lt Lmaj;ebelief, unsupported b}'proof;
or it may claim to be dembnstrabl~ vh.Lch c ase it ,,-Till-imply
the acceptffi1cevithut proof of the premises on which its--demonstration rest s.

The history of science offers many illustrations for the
logical equivalence of affirmation and contradiction.- In-. --mathematics a problem may be set for a time in the positive form
and then turned r-ound into its opposite, namely to prove the
impossibility of finding a solution lor it. The squaring of

"""... -the circle and che Lrisection of an angle oy aid of -ul er and--compass were both inverted after a time in this sense; these
~...,,' .:r:-const.ruct.Lo. s have been proved to De impossible. In mechanics,

- -Law of nature. In all these cases the difference between a
positive statement and the denial of a positive statement is
merely a matter of wording and it is apparent that the accept~~ce
or rejection of either form of allegation is decided on exactly
similar criteria.

c
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Between p and not-p there is no other difference than that they

refer to different matters of fact. ’I believe not-p' could

stand for the'' allegation that planets move along orbits which

are not elliptical or that some en are immortal etc. If these

allegations be false or, if true, be difficult to prove, ohey

would still be allegations of the same type as that which they

contradict. Doubt, in this form, rerely replaces one belief by

another belief. There is no difference between sentences of the

form p and not-p which could not be eliminated by a simple

re-wording and hence the expression of contradictory doubt is not

distinguishable from any other allegation of fact. / °uch an

affirmation ay express an ultimate belief, unsupported by proof;

or it may claim to be demonstrable, /in which ca e it will imply

the acceptance with ut proof of the premises on which its

demonstration rests.

The history of science offers many illustrations for the

logical equivalence of affirmation and contradiction. In

mathematics a problem nay be set for a time in the positive form

and then turned round into its opposite, namely to prove the

impossibility of finding a solution or it. The squaring of

the circle and the trisection of an angle by aid of ruler and

compass/were both inverted after a time in this sense; these

constructions have been proved to ue impossible. In mechanics,

centuries of misplaced ingenuity having been spent on solving the

problem of perpetual motion,' eventually the impossibility of
■wan* I ——*constructing such a machine was established as a fundamental

law of nature. In all these ca-es the difference between a

positive statement and the denial of a positive statement is
T-y— i .MI.TF***— T l ill in - , ■

merely a matter of wording and it is apparent that the acceptance

or rejection of either form of allegation is decided on exactly

similar criteria.
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,. Agnostic doubt is somewhat more complex, as it is
composed of t1>'Ohalves of

'~;;: ~ #.., ,4 ... «;*" :..~..a: The first half
doubt which c~~ be either

which the second is not always clearly
of an agnostic doubt is a contradictory
temporary or final. A temporary agnostic

doubt <'1 believe p is not proven') leaves open the pos~ibility....that p may yet be demonstrated in future; l1ThileaWd'9aa;;~its
final form ('I believe p Cffill10tbe proven') agnostic doubt denies
that P can ever be demonstrated. But neither of these denials
alleges anythin~ definite concerning the credibility of P;~'hiCh
shows that they represent only a first and so far inconclusive
part of agnostic doubt.

There are various instances in whir:hthe first half of

-- -
I~ agnostic doubc is raised yithout prejudice to the credibility of

(
the affirmation that is called in doubt. there is a stm1dard
problem in mathematical logic which illustrates this very clearly.
Suppose we want to consider the possibility of forming a deductive,

, system with p as one of its axioms. For this it would be necessary
that p should be consistent with the other axioms and independent---- -of them; which means that neither p nor not-p should be provable
~ithin the proposed system of axioms vn1en set out short of p itself.
If this has been successfu~ly demonstrated, we are at liberty to

~of our axioms, or~reject it, depending on reasons
will be quite independent of the demonstration

include p as one
which in general
in question. There is one famous case in mathematical logic in
which the demonstration of the impossibility of proving a statement
l1ii thin an existing system of axioms is immediately followed by the
acceptance of that statemerrtl1Tithout such proof, as true. I am
referrin~ to the G~delian sentence which affirms its own undecida-
bility within a given formal system, and energes as true, once its
lU1decidability has been demonstrated. On the other haud the proof
given by Gauss that the Fifth Postulate of Euclid caru10t be derived
from his first four Postulates served as a justification for
considering the Fifth Postulate as optional and replacing it at
will by non-Euclidean alternatives.
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final form ('I believe p cannot be proven') agnostic doubt denies
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that p can ever be demonstrated. But neither of these denials

j alleges anything definite concerning the credibility of p;/which

shows that they represent only a first and so far inconclusive

|part of agnostic doubt.

There are various instances in which the first half of
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the affirmation that is called in doubt. 1here is a standard

problem in mathematical logic which illustrates this very clearly.

Suppose we want to consider the possibility of forming a deductive

system with p as one of its axioms. For this it would be necessary

that p should be consistent wtith the other axioms and independent

of them; which means that neither p nor not-p should be provable

•within the proposed system of axioms when set out short of p itself.

If this has been successfully demonstrated, we are at liberty to

include p as one of our axioms, orÿreject it, depending on reasons

which in general will be quite independent of the demonstration

in question. There is one famous case in mathematical logic in

which the demonstration of the impossibility of proving a statement

within an existing system of axioms is immediately followed by the

acceptance of that state; ent without such proof, as true. I am

referring to the Gbdelian sentence which affirms its own undecida¬

bility within a given formal .system,and emerges as true, once its

undecidabilit; has been demonstrated. On the other hand the proof

given by Gauss that the Fifth Postulate of Euclid cannot be derived

from his first four Postulates served as a justification for

considering the Fifth Postulate as optional and replacing it at

will by non-buclidean alternatives.
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It may happen - as we shall see exemplified in a moment -
that the qcrestionof the credibility of p is left scrcrpulously
undecided withocrtany preference for or against it, exactly where
the first half of agnostic docrbthad left it. So that we may
honestly say: 'I believe neither p nor not-p'. But such extreme
impartiality should be regarded as exceptional, and we shocrldalto-
gether reject the view expresse~ by Kant in the passage quoted m~

IYin Lecture 5 where he condemns as abscrrdto have an opinion in >-
pcrremathematics and demands that unless we know, we mcrstabstain
from all acts of jUdgement.

For in the first pIece, such a maxim would strike at the
focrndationsof agnostic docrbtitself which.in its first half ('I
believe p is not proven' or'not provable') must rely on the

notof some strictly indubitable framework within which pacceptance
can be said to be proven or not-proven, provable or ~t-provable.
Kant would not have recognised this contradiction since he held that
the foundations of mathematics, including the axioms of Euclid were
indubitable a prio~t; but this view has proved to be mistakeB.

Secondly, the whole practice of mathematical research is
contrary to Kant's maxim and it seems obvious that its strict
observance would bar the way'to all mathematical discovery. Genera-

<C tions of mathematicians have laboured to find a general proof of
Fermat's theorem and by doing so have succeeded step by step in
proving increasi~ly extensive parts of it. These efforts were
all guided by the assumption that Fermat's last theorem, though
hitherto crnproven,was true and may therefore be capable of proof.
Indeed, all heuristic procedcrre in mathemetics which Jeeks to
establish a proof )ror, more generally, see~s to construct something
which fulfils certain mathematical conditions f/starts off from
the assumption that something that is not proven may yet be proven,
which implies that it is believed to be true in spite of its not
being proven. Far from being banned from mathematics, such beliefs
are indispensable to its progress and mathematicians spend their
professional lives in holding such beliefs and pursuing their lead.

t
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It may happen - as we shall see exemplified in a moment -
that the Question of the credibility of p is left scrupulously

undecided without any preference for or against it, exactly where

the first half of agnostic doubt had left it. So that we may

honestly say: 'I believe neither p nor not-p'. But such extreme

impartiality should be regarded as exceptional, and we should alto¬

gether reject the view expressed by Kant in the passage Quoted toy
fY

in Lecture 5 where he condemns as absurd to have an opinion in >

pure mathematics and demands that unless we know, we must abstain

from all acts of judgement.

For in the first place, such a maxim would strike at the

foundations of agnostic doubt itself which,in its first half ('I

believe p is not proven1 or'not provable') must rely on the
not

acceptance of some strictly indubitable framework within which p

can be said to be proven or not-proven, provable or -tont-provable.
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Indeed, all heuristic procedure in mathematics which jjeeks to
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which implies that it is believed to be true in spite of its not
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are indispensable to its progress and mathematicians spend their

professional lives in holding such beliefs and pursuing their lead.
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.6. In the natural sciences we meet I'lith another broad

field for the cultivation of un~roven allegations. Scientists
spend their mental lives on the shores of the unknOlin, trJ~ng to
guess at yet hidden knowledge# from such glimp~es'as they may

Were they precluded fromcatch of it from time to tim •
indulging in surmises, they would instantly cease to be scientists.
They might continue to teach, but woul d even teach badly, since
their cut and dry texts would no longer echo the questionable
depths below them nor point to\lards the vague horizons beyond
them. It is the profession of scientists to entertain unproven
beliefs concerning matters of fact and to tran~it beliefs ofik-this kind to ~ pupils.

This function of the scientist is usually represented as a
readiness ~o keep an open mind mld to tryout any suggestion that
has not ye~ been proved false.Bf1f'othing could be further from
the truth. To tryout an experimental suggestion will as a rule
take years of persistent labour and involve thousands of pounds
in expenses. If the work is allocated to a student, his entire
future may be at stake in such a venture. If he spends pis first
years of research on a wild.goose chase he may never get another
chance to prove his ability.

task ~ searcJ:11for
The pupils of Ehrenhaft who ver e

the sub-electron or those of Barkla( given the
vnlo were entrusted with the investigation of the Y-raysrpaid
heavily for the extravagmlce of their teachers' surmises. A
scientist vho would set out Ito try everything once' woul.dhave

~.~<an infinitesimal chance of ~m::tryin!l.anY~hi vor th ~~." ("4 ""a..&ok"l.L ",,""~~I.I .. ~....... '" !YKM~''1-'The profes~ional scientist owes his positi n to the confidence
placed oy the appminting authorities in the quality of his unproven
surmises. It is his dut~ to economise stringently with his OvID

efforts and those of his pupils, as I,ellas ',liththe money entrusted
to him, by using to the full his powers of surmising fey the
selection of the most profitable directions of enquiry.

t
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field for the cultivation of unproven allegations. Scientists

spend their mental lives on the shores of the unknown, trying to

guess at yet hidden knowledgeÿ from such glimpses as they may

catch of it from time to tim . Were they precluded from

indulging in surmises, they would instantly cease to be scientists.

Ihey might continue to teach, but would even teach badly, since

their cut and dry texts would no longer echo the questionable

depths below them nor point towards the vague horizons beyond

them. It is the profession of scientists to entertain unproven

beliefs concerning matters of fact and to transmit beliefs of

this kind to pupils.

This function of the scientist is usually represented as a

readiness to keep an open mind and to try out any suggestion that

has not yet seen proved false, f'Nothing could be further from

the truth. To try out an experimental suggestion will as a rule

take years of persist nt labour and involve thousands of pounds

in expenses. If the work is allocated to a student, his entire

future may be at stake in such a venture. If he spends his first

years of research on a wild-goose chase he may never get another

chance to prove his ability. The pupils of Ehrenhaft who were

given the task'4searchfor the sub-elec cron or those of Barkla

who were entrusted with che investigation of the Y-raysÿpaid
heavily for the extravagance of their teachers' surmises. A

scientist who -would set out 'to try everything once' would have

an infinitesimal chance of avniÿtrying' anything wrorth tryaaujÿ.
cucÿCct. r»t<i

The professional scientist owes his position to the confidence

placed uy the appointing authorities in the quality of his unproven

surmises. It is his dutj to economise stringently with his own

efforts and those of his pupils, as well as with the money entrusted

to him, by using to the full his powers of surmising lor-thc

selection of the most profitable directions of enquiry.
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11. 129•
In natural sciences the proof of an allegation is rarely

as rigorous as it normall; is in mathematics. This -aake s it
as a rule Lrrpo ssLb'Leto distinguish in the natural sciences
be-tween the unproven state of an assertion and oJ;:~~lief of
We may hold it to be unproven merely because we disbelieve in it
though we are unable to prove our contradictory belief. Most
scientists today hold that extrasensory perception is unproven,
though +bei\r HOjt:;bEl fi ..Ei'. the evidence presented for its reality

wrrJ.;.. Got. ~
I..amply sufficient for the p-rr pose of proving some physical effect,
whf.ch lies ,,,ithinthe range of hitherto accepted phenomena. They
fecI so sure of their disbelief that they would even regard it as
a waste of time to test the alleged proof of these novel phenomena;
they are satisfied to ignore it. It is possible that these
scientists are mistaken in this particular case, but scientists
cannot in general dispense with this type of selective reaction.
A scientist ~lst react responsibly to any important claim put
forward \<Iithin his field of knowl.edge. If he ignores the claim
he does in fact imply that he believes it to be unf'ounded.

;A.,
If he takes notice of~the time and attention which he diverts to
its examination and the extent to which he ~ takES account;of

a.Kit in guiding his oym investigations \ '?? 58 a measure of the
likelihood he ascribes to its validity. Only if a claim lies
totally outside his range of responsible interests can the
scientist assume an attitude of completely impartial doubt t.owards
it. It vroul,d seem indeed that he can be strictly agnostic only
on subjects of which he knows little and cares nothing.

7. The procedure of the law-courts prescribes the observance
of strictly impartial agnostic doubt in respect to a specified
range of topics. There are a number of matters wh Lch woul.d be
normally considered relevant to a criminal charge/into which a
Lav court hearing that charge may not enquire • If I have seen
my next door neighbour killing his wife with an axe and I describe

it .

t
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In natural sciences the proof of an allegation is rarely

as rigorous as it normally is in mathematics. This makes it

as a rule impossible to distinguish in the natural sciences
trr%*~L

between the unproven state of an assertion and our of it.

We may hold it to be unproven merely because we disbelieve in it

though we are unable to prove our contradictory belief. Most

scientists today hold that extrasensory perception is unproven,
though they would fiad the evidence presented for its reality

UrvM/64 (rt,
.amply1 sufficient for the purpose of proving some physical effect,
which lies within the range of hitherto accepted phenomena. They

feel so sure of their disbelief that they would even regard it as

a waste of time to test the alleged proof of these novel phenomena;

they are satisfied to ignore it. It is possible that these

scientists are mistaken in this particular case, but scientists

cannot in general dispense with this type of selective reaction.

A scientist must react responsibly to any important claim put

forward within his field of knowledge. If he ignores the claim

he does in fact imply that he believes it to be unfounded.
14-,

If he takes notice ofx the time and attention which he diverts to

its examination and the extent to which he takej account of
out*.

it in guiding his own investigations vaiiMe a measure of the

likelihood he ascribes to its validity. Only if a claim lies

totally outside his range of responsible interests can the

scientist assume an attitude of completely impartial doubt towards

it. It would seem indeed that he can be strictly agnostic only

on subjects of which he knows little and cares nothing.

7* The procedure of the law-courts prescribes the observance

of strictly impartial agnostic doubt in respect to a specified

range of topics. There are a number of matters which would be

normally considered relevant to a criminal charge;into which a

law court hearing that charge may not enquire. If I have seen

my next door neighbour killing his wife with an axe and I describe
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this five minutes later to a party of 10 people having tea in
ny sitting room, after wbLch I collapse and die from a heart
attack due to over-excitement, the murderer may go scot free
without any of those to whom I described his deed being allowed
to testify to "hat I told them. For this is regarded as 'hearsay'
and hearsay is 'not evidence'; just as much .. other information

.J.r, e-~~ "",.~ 1- .... ~ ~~ 'I- II... a-UM.I1l-J ,/I,.,..i ~ -.-....a., ~
J that :is "I i 113 ! J iii d ~ ';;8 ee relevant is elitcludedfrom notice

by the court. Indeed, if m1Y such information is inadvertently
brought up the jury are directed to forget about it. They also
are strictly forbidden to discuss the problems of the case with
anybody outside their fellow- jurors,though normally they woul.d not
take any important decision without talking the matter over vIith
their wives or trusted friends. By the enforcement of such rules
which restrict the usual r-angeof interest to which the members
of the court ",ould respond in connection "lith the case before them,
the law succeeds in keeping out of their minds a certain number
of allegations p and their contradictmries not-p which they vlould
otherwise entertain. By rigorously suppressing the voicing of
either of these alternatives a strictly agnostic attitude is
achieved in respect to them. This is equivalent to the establish-
ment of the first half of agnostic doubt in respect to the p'S
in question,without any SUbsequent decision as to the credibility
of these p'S. In such a case the r~1ge of beliefs entertained
is effectively reduced, but only to the extent to whi~h we are
prevented from ID10wing of the matters to which they refer.

On the other hand, the questions which are admitted in court
must be decided one way or another. If, after the evidence is

tV'"exhausted it is fOQnd that both p and not-p ~ consistent with
it, the presumptions laid down by ,law decide in favollr of one of
the two alternatives. The most wi~ely known legal presumptions
are perhaps those which grant the benefit of the doubt to the
accused in criminal proceedings. If the allegations p and not-p
are both consistent "lith the eVidence, the court -ill as a rule nt
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this five minutes later to a party of 10 people having tea in

ny sitting room, after which I collapse and die from a heart
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{ believe _ that alternative "Ihich does not- i.e.pr e sune

But there is no sweepingprejudice the innocence of the accused •
• A defence based on a plea ofpresumption in this respect.

insanity will be rejected unless the evidence excludes the
possibility that the accused is sane; in the absence of proof
to the contrary an accused is presumed sane although this weighs
against him. There are numerous legal presumptions of aparticular kind which prevail both in civil and crirrinal suitsand bear no relation to the distinction bet\~een the tvlO contesting
sides. A child born in wedlock wHl be pres rmed to be by the
husband; if a married couple are drowned together it is presumed

IA,f'iIlL II"/1M. ~ •At eH~ipQ~e~ of detalledthat the \~ife died fir st , etc.
presumptions is accepted in order to avoid a deadlock on matters

S'fJSe~t be
10"decided one way or another and agnostic doubt CillUlotbe maintained

which lie within the court's responsibility.

in respect to them.
8. These conclusiilms seem to run counter to the claimsmade by agnosticism in respect to the belief in God. Under the

principal inflAence of Bertrand Russell vlho devoted numerouswritings to the apologia of agnostic doubt, the view has become•( widespread that agnosticism offers a tenable middle ground between
atheism and the belief in God. If 'God exists' is p, atheism
asserts not-p, but the truth is - it is suggested - that both P

Thisand not-p are unproven and there the matter should rest..position has lately been criticised by Sir Walter Moberley and
defended against him by Barbara Wootton. The former pointed out
that agnostics do in fact not pray to God, attend no religiousworship and live altogether without God. The latter replied in
general terms comparing the agnostic attitude with that of aperson who goes out for a walk with an open mind as to whether itvill rain or not, vrri.cnneed not prevent him from taking anumbrella with him on the chance that it might rain. Mrs. Woottonis right in pointing out tQat agnostic doubt of p does not decide

j
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that alternative which does notpres,me - i.e. believe

prejudice the innocence of the accused. But there is no sweeping
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possibility that the accused is sane; in the absence of proof
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in respect to them.

8. These conclusions seem to run counter to the ..claims

made by agnosticism in respect to the belief in God. Under the

principal influence of Bertrand Russell who devoted .numerous
writings to the apologia of agnostic doubt, the view has become

widespread that agnosticism offers a tenable middle ground between

atheism and the belief in God. If 'God exists' is p, atheism

asserts not-p, but the truth is - it is suggested - that both p

and not-p are unproven and there the matter should rest. This

position has lately been criticised by' Sir Walter Moberley and

defended against him by Barbara Wootton. The former pointed out
that agnostics do in fact not pray to God, attend no religious

worship and live altogether without God.. The latter replied in

general terms comparing the agnostic attitude with that of a

person who goes out for a walk with an open mind as to whether it
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in itself Ihether or not we should Delieve p. But we may be
• unable to leave this question strictly undecided • We either

take or do not take ffil umbrella and whether we do so or not, will
express the degree of likelihood that we attribute to the altern-
ative allegations that it will rain or not rain. Moberley also

i; """"'-.t~ _~~
misses this point"by assuming that!ve cannot prove either the
existence nor the non-existence of God,1I1ewoul.dnecessarily act
on the assumption that there is no God. It suffices to recall
Pascal's wa er in which agnosticism leads to the opposite conclusion.

r I If ve lmow not vhether God exists or not - he argues in effect -
our rational response to this uncertainty should be to act as if

J l. -', God did exist, for by accepting such a belief and observing
relip,ious practices we woul.d risk very little compared with the(
prospect of eternall salvation which we might hope to gain.
Hibberley is substantially right in affirming that viemust either
live with God or without God~ though it' ~Ei~El tA~t
there are any number of grades'between these two_ ",ut the
agnostic thesis that we have no proof either of the existence or

(A,. .!.do-f u. ~--« .
of the non-existence of God does not contradict tV?.. We might,
and indeed I believe we must, decide what service vreowe to God
without any proof of his existence.

,U,ntArVU, ....Hovo'lQI:.;-Tiia'veshown bVore.-that even in science it is
difficult to separate the question of provability from that of

t.rl ~ ~ .,t Au-Jcredibility, ~ is hoHls even more ,strongly in r,espect to
.1k'tf"~I. .....1- ~u.4~'" t., ... ~religious questions. Pa~cal's ~fiostie SU~~8Bition~as fictitious

in the sense that he did not in fact cease to believe in ~od; and
similarly, Russell's agnosticism is fictitious because his failure

~ -..vf.- ~ .......... ./....... )
to be convinced(c)f the existence of God is an expression of the
fact that he does not believe in God. It seems indeed preposterous
to assume that anyone may decide upon the conclusiveness of a
proof affirming God's existence or non-existence,vlithout any
decisive presumption in favour of either believing or disbelieving

, '

in God. The process of demonstration is never more than a fragment
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misses this pointy by assuming that/we cannot prove either the

existence nor the non-existence of Godfwe would necessarily act

on the assumption' that there is no God. It suffices to recall

Pascal’s wager in which agnosticism leads to the opposite conclusion.
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in the sense that he did not in fact cease to believe in God} and
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to be convinced /5f the existence of God is an expression of the

fact that he does not believe in God. It seems indeed preposterous

to assume that anyone may decide upon the conclusiveness of a

proof affirming God's existence or non-existence, without any

decisive presumption in favour of either believing or disbelieving

in God. the process of demonstration Is never more than a fragment
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within a framework ~anterior beliefs and onr belief or disbelief
in God will~ decid~n effe~ on this anterior level.

10. The ~ifficulty which we find 04 reducing the volume
beliefs b~ a deliberate exercise of doubt points to a

dee~seated disposition in the process of life itself. We have
eyes and ears and many other organs of perception,which during
all our waking hours are incessantly at work to make sense of
the impressions they receive from our surroundings.'We do not
get to know seperately the impressions which are comprised in

d{-
the seeing of an object,£•• for exampleLB crow flying over B
field. ~ tells us that while we see the crow, two

complex .rapidly changingApatterns of light are projected on the
retina of our two eyes, the two series being slightly different
from each other in a characteristic manner and that at the
same time we have feelings within the muscles/waigh adjUS~he
convergence of our eyes and \¥H1gh adap~oub lenses and pupils.
Our mAnner of seeing the crow will be further affected by a

who~e system of meSSAges from all our joints and skeletal
muscles, and from the labyrinth of the internal ear, which
reflect the posture of our body relative to the ground. These
impressions which we do not know in themselves are repreaented
to us by the sight of the flying crow, AS a single object moving
through successive positions, at a certain distance from our-
selves and at a certain speed and at a certain elevation above
the ground. We see the crow as an object of a definite And
constant size And colour, changing its shape, yet retaining
its structure. Our eyes are trained to present us with this
finished picture without informing us of the vast array of
elements on which its formation relies.

'll.-. ......
~overwhelming b.ttocx boaily urge decides to make

sense of our impressions without conSUlting our conscious control.
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retina of our two eyes, the two series being slightly different

from each other in a characteristic manner and that at the

same time we have feelings within the musclesÿwh4sh adjusiÿthe
convergence of our eyes and which adaptÿouij lenses and pupils.

Our manner of seeing the crow will be further affected by a

whoie system of messages from all our joints and skeletal

muscles, and from the labyrinth of the internal ear, which

reflect the posture of our body relative to the ground. These

impressions which we do not know in themselves are represented

to us by the sight of the flying crow, as a single object moving

through successive positions, at a certain distance from our¬

selves and 8t a certain speed and at a certain elevation above

the ground. We see the crow as an object of a definite and

constant size and colour, changing its shape, yet retaining

its structure. Our eyes are trained to present us with this

finished picture without informing us of the vast array of

elements on which its formation relies.

overwhelming fe»3r±dtx bodily urge decides to make

sense of our impressions without consulting our conscious control.
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It is understandable therefore that as a rule our minds cannot
be kept in strict suspense between alternative interpretations

of a situation which confronts us. There are some well-known
I)

test. pictures which can be seen in tWo ~ifferent ways. A
flight of steps can be seen alternatively as an overhanging
cornice. We may see two people facing each other on either
side of a picture, or alternatively, a~ vase standing in the
middle of the picture. The eye can switch over to some extent
at will from one way of seeing such a picture to the other but
cannot keepi its interpretation suspended between the two.

Sir Charles Sherrington has oointed out that a similar compUlsion
of choice exists on an even more primitive level between two
systems of unconscious reflexes •. He observed the behaviour of

~v<d 1-dogs ~ cerebral functions) ,.ef pl In j $\,\A,under the influence
of two simultaneous stimuli, one of which would by itself
induce the dog to scratch itself with a hind leg, while the

I~other would induce it to ~~the same hind leg vigorously
backwards. He found that one o~the other of these two systems

of reflexes prevailed entirely over the other for a time; the

'1
two systems of

2.)•each other.
reactions never mixed nor mutually suppressed,

11. When we adopt one way of seeing an ambiguous picture
we re ject the other, iit we may be said to accept one inter-
pretation of it and to doubt the other. ~very explicit belief
contrad~i1s a ebubt and every doubt contradicts ~ a belief.
Obviously, where we are presented with two rival beliefs, we
may call one the doubt of the other; but this does not justify
us in recognising a principle of doubt which is oppeaed to
belief in general. It would seem therefore that those who
urge so insistently the intellectual ~irtues of doubt,might
have only in mind a certain set of beliefs which they strongly
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11. Y/hen we adopt one way of seeing an ambiguous picture

we reject the otherÿ m we may be said to accept one inter¬

pretation of it and to doubt the other. explicit belief

contradiiis3 a efoubt and every doubt contradicts a belief.

Obviously, where we are presented with two rival beliefs, we

may call one the doubt of the other; but this does not justify

us in recognising a principle of doubt which is opposed to

belief in general. It would seem therefore that those who

urge so insistently the intellectual Virtues of doubt,might

have only in mind a certain set of beliefs which they strongly
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holn and which historically has become characterised by its
antagonism to pr-evLnus Ly accepted .beliefs. Since the spreed of
anti-religious Enlightenment in the 18-th century, the word
'believer' has in fact ~me to mean in Europe 8 believer in

God and the doctrtnes of Christianity, while the word 'unbeliever'
has been used to describe people who believed instead in a
purely scientific or naturalistic interpretation of the Universe.

o,.a.W£ these two rival conceptions of the world are ~: b i given
&~~-!J:-eoual status as two alternative beliefs, ~ '\;eo -ybqone

~ .s.-t../~ the expression of dO:bt ~ ~fn9 more than historicIt ~:; .~.'t .i+ 4'u-/significance. Th: ::::re 43P~i:e:rthe use of the terms
'Protestantism' or 'Nonconformity' as names for religious

(:. doctrines.which at one time emerged by protesting against and
dissenting from a prevailing dogma, but have long since become

.~8~ietl~ established as orthodoxies.
12. Against this the advocates of the principle of

~doubt 'AlQlll d. claim that what they believe in - and especially
the body of science on which they principally rely - is always
left open to doubt by its adherents themselves and can therefore
never be said to form an orthodoxy. I believe this claim to
be unjustified, for those who believe in the universal
sufficiency of scientific explanations do not in fact habitually

expose this belief to periods of doubt. They only allow doubt
to be practised within science, as between one scientific
explanation and another. And even so, the scientific belief
which prevails at ~ny particular time as to what lies within
the bounds of natural phenomena, tends to establish 8 rigid
orthodoxy which will persistently ignore the most striking

~ facts if these do not conform with its conception of nature.i:~ ~.~4-~uch B position is rendeced wellnigh jmpregtlll"bJ.e",by the fact
that those homding it exercise their obscurantism in t-pe name

--------------"---- ............ ,,;;..-..;.......,....
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be unjustified, for those who believe in the universal
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expose this belief to periods of doubt. They only allow doubt

to be practised within science, as between one scientific

explanation and another. And even so, the scientific belief

v/hich prevails at any particular time as to what lies within

the bounds of natural phenomena, tends to establish a rigid

orthodoxy which will persistently ignore the most striking

facts if these do not conform with its conception of nature.

a position is rendered wellnigh impregnableÿ by the fact

that those holding it exercise their obscurantism in tJie name
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of scientific
discred iJfor

scepticism. V- so==-*Loit;lBldt~lscepticism vettle!:I.AA
centuries the evidence for the f all of meteorites.

Ordinary people did not fail to be convinced when an
incandescent mass struck the earth with a crash of thunder
sometimes only a few yards away from them, but scientific
committees managed to explain away these facts and were not

convinced until eventually in 1803 the French physicist Biot.s_
published a detailed accw.nt of the fall of...2000 stones. It

was again scientific scepticism which brushed aside all the
instances of hypnotic phenomena that occurred in the~E form
of miraculous cures and spellbindings and Which, even in the
face of the systematic demonstrations of hypnosis by Mesmer
and his successors, denied for ~nother century the reality
of hypnotic phenomena. When the medical profession ignored
such palpable ~acts as the painless amputation of human limbs

perf~rmed before their own eyes in hundreds of successive
csses, they acted in a spirit of utmost scepticism, convinced
thAt they were defending science against imposture.

I have pointed out already that all scientific discovery
is due to the fact that/contrary to the ma.ims of scepticism,
scientist do not ignore unproven beliefs but spend their lives
relying for guidance precisely on such beliefs. I may add
that the history of science shows little evidence that the
habit of doubting has in itself played an effective and
benefi~ent part in the progress of science. Scientists, who
would apply themselves to discrediting randomly selected
statements from current textbooks would waste their time at
thousands of nonsensical tasks before meeting with any success.
Moreover, if they eventually established some doubts here and•
there they would still not be much nearer to discovery.
Euclide's postUlate of parallels had been often recognised as
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,.I dUbitable since :w.eUtl, but it was not until Lobatshevskj and

Bolyai succeeded in constructing an alternative system of geometry

that the questioning of this axiom produced new discoveries.

Suppose that some physicist of the nineteenth century had declared

that he doubted the validity of classical mechanies for atomic

processes. He would have chanced on a true doubt, but so far

there would have yet been nothing to distinguish it from any

other doubts that could be raised with as much justification.
4-

And even "&l:lgpE!h by some further chance this particular doubt were

pursued further, the probability of discovering quantum theory

by speculations on pOssible alternatives to classical mechanics

in atomic processes would.have been negligible.

Moreover, the progress of science often depends on the

~ jUdicious neglect of doubts which cannot be resolved fa' mhe

time being. The Greeks were unWise to be deterred fro~ pursuing

algebraic studies when they discovered that the hypothenuses of

most right angled triangles could not be measured by natural

numbers or fractions of such numbers. Algebra was later taken up

and successfully cultivsted by the Arabs and Post-classical

Western mathematicians for a considerable time, who forgot or

disregarded the intellectual scruples which had restrained the

Greeks. Their difficulties were in fact not fully disposed of

until the latter part of the 19th century by Dedekind's concept

of real numbers. (H.Weyl, "Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural

Sciences".) The example shows that even well founded doubts may

be steri:ein science and may indeed hamper It, ~.
Thus tne. doubts raised by the PhenomA":;t:: school, which

at the close of the 19th century called in question the reality

of matter, such as atoms, electrons, moleCUles, would have completely

prevented the development of modern twentieth century physics,

had the" not been ignored by scientists in practice. The most

forceful statement of these philosophic doubts came from Ernst

Mach in Vienna and for some time their influence was profoundly
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that the questioning of this axiom produced new discoveries.
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processes. He would have chanced on a true doubt, but so far

there would have yet been nothing to distinguish it from any

other doubts that could be raised with as much justification.
4And even though by some further chance this particular doubt were

pursued further, the probability of discovering quantum theory

by speculations on possible alternatives to classical mechanics

in atomic processes would have been negligible.
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Greeks. Their difficulties were in fact not fully disposed of
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of real numbers. (H.Weyl, "Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural

Sciences".) The example shows that even well founded doubts may

be steriÿ in science and may indeed hamper it* jtfayjsr** .

Thus fte. doubts raised by the phenomÿÿÿÿ”school, which

at the close of the 19th century called in question the reality

of matter, such as atoms, electrons, molecules, would have completely

prevented the development of modern twentieth century physics,

had theÿp not been ignored by scientists in practice. The most

forceful statement of these philosophic doubts came from Ernst

Mach in Vienna and for some time their influence was profoundly
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felt in Austria end ,Germany. It so convinced W.Ostwald, the leading
master of the new physical chemistry, that he wrote an account
of stoichiometry without reference to atoms, thus abandoni!!g the
ground gained by John Dalton 100 years earlier. It discouraged

for a time the acceptance of Maxwell's and Boltzman's kinetic
theory of gases. Fortunately it was soon swept aside by the

rapid advances of atomic physics~ and by 1906 the tide had completely
turned. Though philosophic doubt continued to be entertained
in respect to the reality of atoms and other such particles which
were described as 'logical constructs', 'intermediate variables'

<

etc., this critique no longer affected the actual beliefs of
( - -"" ~ pqa..", ~ -physicists and chemists, even though many continueO)to give lip-

•servtce to it: But it is no exaggeration to say that had Mach's
doubts been taken seriously and generally shared since 1900, ~

"t..1WIl~ would have ~ no quantum theory, no electronics, no theory of
~radioactivity, in fact no modern physics at all, One has to ~.c.ba=w to the extravagances of astrology and witchcraft, or turn to

the pronouncements of the Soviet authorities on genetics, to find
beliefs as misleading to science as these sceptical teachingstUld have proved to be,had scientists acted upon them.

13. This brief series of case histories seems to bear
out the result of the previous logical analysis, which showed

~that doubt eeula B8~in general be distinguished from belief.
Doubts can have all the characteristics of other beliefs. They
may be true o~ false. <lWFalse doubts can be as nsrrow'Aobstructive
! 'blindly obstinate, as bmgotted or wantonly perverse, as
any other beliefs.
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